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Ground delay programs typically involve the delaying of aircraft that are departing from
origin airports within some set distance of a capacity constrained destination airport. Long
haul flights are not delayed in this way. A trade-off exists when fixing the distance param-
eter: increasing the ‘scope’ distributes delay among more aircraft and may reduce airborne
holding delay but could also result in unnecessary delay in the (frequently observed) case
of early program cancellation. In order to overcome part of this drawback, a fuel based
cruise speed reduction strategy aimed at realizing airborne delay, was suggested by the
authors in previous publications. By flying slower, at a specific speed, aircraft that are
airborne can recover part of their initially assigned delay without incurring extra fuel
consumption if the ground delay program is canceled before planned. In this paper, the
effect of the scope of the program is assessed when applying this strategy. A case study
is presented by analyzing all the ground delay programs that took place at San Francisco,
Newark Liberty and Chicago O’Hare International airports during one year. Results show
that by the introduction of this technique it is possible to define larger scopes, partially
reducing the amount of unrecovered delay.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the presence of capacity shortfalls and/or demand peaks, in North America, regulations, i.e, ground delay programs
(GDP) are defined at airports. By assigning slots at the congested arrival airport, the demand is not surpassed and costly hold-
ing delays around the congested infrastructure are minimized. In order to meet their assigned controlled time of arrival
(CTA), flights are requested to wait on ground prior to their departure, and controlled time of departure (CTD) are assigned
accordingly. GDPs are implemented within a distance scope; this means that aircraft taking off from an airport outside the
scope radius have a slot reserved for them but they are not required to be delayed on ground. The scope has an impact on the
amount of delay that is served on ground and on the holding delay that will be required at the destination. The scope also
affects the amount of delay that can be recovered if the regulation is canceled beforehand: a large scope distributes the
required delay among more aircraft and reduces the holding delay at destination; however, the delay that will be recovered,
in the case of early cancellation, will be limited, as delay has already been realized at origin (Ball and Lulli, 2004).

A cost based cruise speed reduction strategy aiming at realizing airborne delay and the effect of this strategy on the
amount of delay that can be recovered in early cancellation, as a function of the scope of the program is analyzed in this
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paper. In this analysis, only the cost of fuel is considered; other costs, such as crew, are excluded. However, the amount of
delay that is transferred to the air is relatively small, and therefore its impact on crew cost should be minimal.

Speed control for air traffic management purposes has been the subject of several research studies and projects. Some
works propose speed control as a mechanism to enable traffic synchronization strategies (Dravecka, 2006; Lowther et al.,
2008). In this context, Günther and Fricke (2006) proposed en-route speed reductions to prevent aircraft from performing
airborne holding patterns when arriving in the congested airspace. A similar rationale is behind the ATM long-range opti-
mal flow tool developed by Airservices Australia (Airservices Australia, 2008), where aircraft within a 1000 NM radius of
Sydney Airport are required to reduce their flight speed in order to prevent them from arriving before the airport is open,
and thereby reduce unnecessary holdings. More recently, a joint Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and Eurocontrol
study, estimated that half the terminal area inefficiency in the current system could be recovered through speed control
in the cruise phase of flight, without reducing throughput efficiency (Knorr et al., 2011). Similar research was undertaken
by Jones et al. (2013), when speed adjustment was used to sequence aircraft arriving at congested terminal maneuvering
areas. At a pre-tactical level, some research has also been conducted considering speed control as an additional decision
variable to solve the ground holding problem (Bertsimas and Patterson, 1998; Bertsimas and Patterson, 2000). The
economic impact, however, (or the impact solely on fuel consumption) caused by these speed variations is seldom
investigated.

With the cruise speed reduction strategy presented by the authors in Delgado and Prats (2012), part of the assigned
delay can be absorbed while airborne maintaining the fuel consumption as initially planned. This strategy is interesting
considering that air traffic flow management (ATFM) regulations are usually canceled before initially planned (Ball et al.,
2010; Inniss and Ball, 2002). Thus, if a regulation is canceled, the aircraft that are already airborne can change their speed
to the initially planned one and recover part of the delay at no extra fuel consumption. Delgado et al. (2013) applied this
strategy to the incoming traffic at San Francisco International airport (SFO). In that study the whole national airspace sys-
tem (NAS) was considered and only international flights and aircraft which were already in the air at the definition of the
GDP were exempt. In this paper, the effect of the GDP’s scope on this strategy and the benefits in terms of delay recovered
are studied.

The next section discusses the required background for the paper, with special focus given to ground delay programs.
Section 3 is devoted to explaining the equivalent speed concept and its applicability to ATFM regulations. In Section 4 the
speed reduction technique is applied to San Francisco, Newark Liberty (EWR) and Chicago O’Hare (ORD) airports. The results
of the simulations and the effect of the scope of the program are described in Section 5 and discussed in Section 6. Finally the
paper concludes with Section 7, where the main findings are summarized and further research highlighted.
2. Ground delay programs

As stated in Ball and Lulli (2004), when an imbalance between demand and capacity takes place, delay is generated. The
total amount of delay required to redress this imbalance is approximately constant. For a reduced capacity at an arrival air-
port, this amount of delay depends only on the airport acceptance rates (AAR) and the demand, as shown in Fig. 1.

In the ATFM community, it is widely accepted that ground delay at origin airports is preferable to delay near the con-
gested sector/airport, from a fuel consumption (and environmental) point of view (Carlier et al., 2007). In the United States
of America when a ground delay program is implemented, the Federal Aviation Administration, acting in its role as traffic
flow manager, activates a program where aircraft are assigned to available slots following a ration-by-schedule principle
(Richetta, 1994). After this assignment, airlines are given an opportunity to reassign and cancel flights based on updated
flight status information and their internal business objectives. This is achieved in a collaborative decision making (CDM)
process motivated by a need to combine information sources (Ball et al., 2000; Vossen and Ball, 2006). CDM also ensures that
the view of the aircraft operators is integrated in the decision making process ensuring that equity is guaranteed. By applying
speed reduction during the cruise, a shift in where the delay is realized is performed, but the arrival slots are preserved.
Therefore, it is worth noticing that the strategy suggested by the authors in this paper does not affect the equity issues
related with different slot allocation algorithms.
Fig. 1. Ground delay program scheme.
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2.1. GDP scope

Not all the aircraft arriving at the airport affected by the GDP are controlled. Some of them are exempted from the FAA
assigned delay. A first set of exempted flights are international non-Canadian flights and those airborne at the time the GDP
is defined. The second set is GDP dependent and exempts flights taking off outside a certain radius from the affected airport,
or outside a number of tiers from the center where the affected airport is located (Ball and Lulli, 2004). This defines the geo-
graphical scope of the program 1.

One of the main reasons for applying this exemption policy is uncertainty when estimating the arrival capacity at the air-
port. Predicted capacity reductions are often caused by adverse weather conditions which in turn, are sometimes forecast sev-
eral hours ahead; overly pessimistic forecasts can lead to excessive ground delays. Since longer flights are delayed well in
advance of their expected arrival, if the ground delay is canceled, all the accrued delay is unnecessary. For this reason, most
of the delay is usually assigned to shorter-haul flights by exempting flights originating outside the above mentioned scope.

The actual scope is fixed at the GDP implementation and depends mainly on the forecast severity of the capacity reduc-
tion and the negotiation during the CDM process. Alternative programs can be defined by changing the scope.

2.2. Unnecessary delays

Unnecessary delays are delays that are ultimately realized unnecessarily, because the regulation is canceled before
planned (Ball and Lulli, 2004). If the scope of the GDP is small, then the majority of the aircraft are exempt from realizing
ground delay. However, if the AAR does not increase, i.e., the situation at the airport does not improve, holding delay will
be needed. As the radius of scope increases, the pool of flights that serve ground delay increases and therefore, there is a
reduction in the total holding delay required. Beyond a certain distance, the holding delay remains almost constant. A pro-
gram distance shorter than the point where holding delay is minimized is not optimal as unnecessary and expensive holding
delay could be transferred to safer and cheaper ground delay. As the scope is increased, the average and maximum delays
assigned are reduced, because the total amount of delay is divided between more participants. If the GDP is canceled, the
unnecessary delay tends, however, to increase as previously explained.

One of the problems faced when a GDP must be implemented is the estimation of the capacity shortfall and, therefore, the
duration of the GDP. Since the predicted capacity at the airport is often subject to uncertainties, airspace managers are typ-
ically conservative and the GDP is usually planned to last longer than actually needed. Essentially, it is preferred to have
planes waiting on ground, even unnecessarily, and cancel the GDP earlier, rather than having too many flights arriving at
the concerned terminal maneuvering area when all of them cannot yet be accommodated.
3. The cruise speed reduction strategy

Flying at the minimum fuel consumption (maximum range) cruise speed for ground delayed aircraft was proposed in
Prats and Hansen (2011). In this way, the fuel consumption (and environmental impact) of these flights was reduced while
some ATFM delay was absorbed in the air. The impact of this strategy was quantified by analyzing the historical data of all
delayed flights to San Francisco International airport over one year.

A different strategy was proposed in Delgado and Prats (2012), where aircraft were allowed to fly at the lowest possible
speed in such a way that the specific range remained the same as initially planed. In this case, by flying slower than the max-
imum range cruise speed (MRC), higher values of delay absorbed in the air were obtained while exactly the same amount of
fuel was consumed as initially planed in the nominal flight plan. This strategy was applied to ground delay programs in SFO
without a limiting scope and results are presented in Delgado et al. (2013).

In the current operations, all the assigned delay is realized on ground and there is no control over the actual arrival time at
the destination. However, controlled times of arrivals should be imposed to ensure that the assigned cruise delay will be
realized. This is expected to be possible as monitoring and enforcement of the times of arrival are envisaged for NextGen
and SESAR.

3.1. The equivalent speed concept

The specific range (SR) is defined as the distance flown per unit of fuel burnt, and it is usually measured in NM/kg or NM/
lb. Typically, there is a speed that maximizes the SR (the MRC speed) due to the fact that the fuel flow increases monoton-
ically with the true airspeed, for typical flight altitudes and aircraft weights.

Since typical operating speeds are higher than the MRC speed, as the aircraft operator also considers the cost of time
(Airbus, 1998), the actual specific range (SR0) is lower than the maximum. The equivalent speed (Veq) is defined as the min-
imum speed that produces the same specific range as flying at the nominal speed V0, as shown in Fig. 2. The margin between
V0 and Veq depends on the shape of the specific range curve which is aircraft, flight level and weight dependent. It is worth
1 At present, the NAS is divided into 20 centers, and for each center a first and a second tier are defined. The first tier is the set of all centers immediately
adjacent to the center in consideration, and the second tier is the first tier with the centers immediately adjacent to the first tier centers, an so on.



Fig. 2. Specific range as a function of cruise true air speed and Veq definition.
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mentioning that Veq might be limited by the minimum operating speed. In this paper, a typical minimum margin against
stalling at a load factor2 of 1.3 g is considered when computing the minimum operational speed for a given weight and altitude;
this ensures good aircraft maneuverability, while preventing the aircraft from stalling (European Aviation Safety Agency, 2011).
In the presence of wind, the equivalent speed can be computed considering the specific range with respect to the ground speed.
However, the effect of wind is beyond the scope of this paper and its effects and the results of the amount of airborne delay in
the presence of wind environments are presented in Delgado and Prats (2013).

3.2. Speed reduction applicability

Notice that in the ground holding problem literature, when the term airborne delay is used, it mainly refers to (fuel con-
suming and undesired) holdings or to path stretching. In this paper, however, the term airborne delay is used to define the
delay that can be absorbed during the cruise by flying at the equivalent speed without incurring extra fuel consumption, in
what is a linear holding, and the term holding delay is used to define the delay realized on arrival to the airport, due to lack of
capacity.

Flying at Veq, the airborne delay realizable without incurring extra fuel consumption is maximized. Yet, only a few min-
utes of delay can be performed in the air by flying at this speed during the cruise. For example, in a Chicago O’Hare to Newark
Liberty flight with an A320 (626 NM), 7 min of airborne delay can be realized without using extra fuel. See Delgado and Prats
(2012) for other examples in the European context. Thus, the airborne delay will be typically lower than the total assigned
delay due to an ATFM regulation and therefore, the total assigned delay will be divided between some ground delay, at the
origin airport, and airborne delay while flying slower, as depicted in Fig. 3. GDP controlled flights are expected to arrive at a
given CTA at the destination airport. With the current GDP implementation, this means delaying the flight at the origin air-
port by D minutes. After this delay, the nominal flight plan is executed with a total flight time of TV0 minutes. With the en-
route speed reduction strategy, the aircraft incurs a ground delay of GD minutes (GD 6 D), takes off at a new departure time
(CTD’) and flies slower than initially planned. In this way, it will take TVeq minutes to reach the destination airport, being
GDþ TVeq ¼ Dþ TV0 . For a particular flight, if the GDP is not canceled before the aircraft arrives at the destination airport
the same amount of delay occurs in the baseline and in the speed reduction scenarios. Moreover, the same amount of fuel
is burned in both cases (according to the Veq definition). The benefits of this strategy occur when the assigned delay is
reduced due to cancellation of the regulation: in this scenario it is possible to recover part of the delay by speeding up to
V0, without incurring extra fuel costs over the initially planned flight.

With the current concept of operations, if all the delay is realized on ground, the recovered delay can only be the delay
that is not yet accrued. As seen in Fig. 3, for a given flight the delay recovered will be all the initially assigned delay if the
cancellation time occurs before the flight’s estimated time of departure (ETD) or the difference between the cancellation time
and the controlled time of departure if the GDP cancels between the ETD and the CTD. No delay is recovered for a flight that
has already taken off, without the flight speeding up over V0, leading to more fuel consumption than initially planned (as
studied, for instance in Cook et al. (2009)). Yet, this paper focuses on the case where delay recovery is performed at no extra
fuel consumption. Thus, in this scenario aircraft flying at Veq can speed up to V0 to recover some delay if the GDP is canceled
when airborne at no extra fuel cost. This strategy ensures that the cost of fuel is constant for the airline operations; other
costs such as crew cost are not considered in this study: the absorption of delay during the flight will imply longer flights
and therefore, in some cases, higher crew wages. As the amount of delay realized during the cruise is relatively small these
costs have not been considered in this research.

Note that with the suggested strategy, all the delay is absorbed during the cruise, therefore, the aircraft arrive at the top of
descent at the same time as if the delay is realized purely on ground prior to the departure. This could be combined with
tactical sequencing and synchronization strategies at the TMA such as the strategy described in Jones et al. (2013).
2 The load factor is defined as the ratio of the lift to the aircraft weight.



Fig. 3. Application of speed reduction concept on ground delay programs.
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The use of the speed reduction implies that there will be a higher variability on cruising speeds. This can represent an
increase in the workload the en-route air traffic controllers might face. However, this speed variability is becoming more
common as airlines individually optimize their flights costs (Rumler et al., 2010). In Delgado et al. (2013) the authors ana-
lyzed the effect of the speed reduction strategy on the number of aircraft airborne to assess if that would represent an over-
load for the air traffic controllers. Due to the limited delay that can be absorbed during the cruise the variation in number of
additional aircraft airborne was not significant.

It is worth noticing that if an extension on the duration of the GDP is needed, the aircraft will still arrive at their desti-
nation as planned, realizing the whole assigned delay. Thus, the effect of this strategy on a possible GDP extension is minimal
but if the extended GDP is canceled before planned, the benefits of the strategy are again relevant.

The definition of a scope radius, instead of using the whole NAS, has two major impacts on the use of this speed reduction
strategy. Firstly, the average assigned delay is increased, as fewer slots are available for the aircraft performing the delay, and
secondly, the flying distances available to realize airborne delay are reduced.
4. Case of study: simulation

In the United States, according to the CDM archival database, a total of 1,052 GDPs were defined in 2006 by a total of 49
airports. The first three airports by number of GDPs implemented were Newark Liberty, San Francisco and Chicago O’Hare
International with 148 (14.07% of the total), 131 (12.45% of the total) and 120 (11.4% of the total) GDPs set respectively.
The GDPs of these three airports represent more than 37% of all the GDPs defined during 2006. EWR and ORD are used as
a hub by United Airlines, thus when a GDP is issued in one of those airports a high number of aircraft are affected, leading
to high quantities of assigned delay. In 2006, EWR accumulated a total of 2,591,987 min of delay and ORD is the airport with
the most number of minutes of GDP served during that year, with a total of 4,533,341 min (25.14% of all the delay generated
due to GDPs), and a total of 92,816 aircraft affected. Due to their different locations, center, west and east of the NAS, these
three airports present different traffic patterns, as will be discussed in Section 4.1. Due to these characteristics, these three
airports have been selected to be studied in this paper.

Simulations are performed using the Future ATM Concept Evaluation Tool (FACET), developed by NASA-Ames (Bilimoria
et al., 2000), and the Airbus Performance Engineer’s Program (PEP) suite in order to obtain accurate cruise performance data
to model the specific range functions of the aircraft and compute, in this way, their equivalent speed (Veq).

4.1. Scenario definition and assumptions for the simulations

The Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS) data from August 24th–25th, 2005, is used to generate the traffic infor-
mation required for the simulations. From the CDM archival database, all GDPs defined in 2006 in SFO, EWR and ORD are
analyzed and clustered according to their main characteristics.

4.1.1. Traffic data sample
A total of 5240 flights are simulated to generate the demand for the three airports (1012 for SFO, 1382 for EWR and 2846

for ORD). As only the Airbus family’s performances are available, aircraft are grouped into six different families, correspond-
ing to six different Airbus aircraft models: A300, A320, A321, A330 and A340. These families of aircraft are created based on
the characteristics of the aircraft, in such a way that all aircraft in the same category have similar performances (see Delgado
and Prats (2012) for details).

After this grouping, 4,068 flights are simulated with Airbus performance, representing 77.6% of the total traffic: 723
flights (71.4%) for SFO, 975 flights (70.5%) for EWR and 2370 (83.3%) for ORD. The remaining traffic is not considered for
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the speed reduction strategy, either because the aircraft are already flying when the simulation started, or because they are
notably different from any of the Airbus models available, i.e., small business jets, turboprops and propeller driven aircraft.
All these flights, however, are simulated according to their nominal flight plan to correctly represent the demand at the air-
port. If any of those flights has delay assigned, it will be performed completely on the ground, as in the current concept of
operations.

Fig. 4 presents the histograms of the arrivals to SFO, EWR and ORD as a function of the flight plan distance for the two
simulated days. Note that, even if all the traffic is considered in the simulations, only the flights that take off during the sim-
ulation from the United States of America or Canada are represented in the figure as these are the flights that can potentially
have assigned delay if a ground delay program is implemented. Different traffic patterns are present for the three airports:

� San Francisco International airport is located on the west coast. It receives traffic from the surrounding airports, mainly
from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) and McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas (LAS). Due to its location,
the amount of medium haul flights is relatively low. As presented in Fig. 4(a), there is a gap between 1000 NM and
1300 NM distance. However, SFO has a considerable amount of long haul flights from the east coast, for example there
are 34 flights from John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York (JFK), and 35 from the Hawaii islands. Thus, for
SFO, the demand is divided between short and long flights. 56% of the arrival traffic is generated closer than 1000 NM
and 21.7% comes from airports located further than 2000 NM.
� Newark International Airport is located on the east coast, and similar traffic to SFO might be expected. However, as

depicted in Fig. 4(b), there is more traffic from closer airports: 75.2% of the traffic comes from airports within a
1000 NM radius. The reason for this is that there is a higher number of major airports located on the east coast than
on the west coast, like Washington Dulles International (IAD), Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL) or
Chicago O’Hare International. Only 9.1% of the arrival traffic comes from further than 2000 NM, mainly coast to coast
flights from Los Angeles International (28 flights), San Francisco International (16 flights) and Seattle-Tacoma Interna-
tional Airport (SEA) (15 flights). For these reasons, EWR mainly has short and medium traffic with a limited number of
long flights.
Fig. 4. Histogram of traffic arrivals as a function of flight plan distance to SFO, EWR and ORD for August 24th–25th 2005 and considering only traffic taking
off from United States of America and Canada.
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� Finally, Chicago O’Hare International generally has short and medium flights; 82.6% of the traffic is from airports closer
than 1000 NM, only 1,8% of the traffic comes from further than 2000 NM, all of which are flights from the Hawaii islands.
From ORD, SFO is located at 1650 NM, JFK at 660 NM and ATL at 550 NM.

A cost index of 60 kg/min is used for all the flights except the A330 and A340 families, where a cost index of 120 kg/min is
selected. These values are representative of common operations (Airbus, 1998). The CI expresses the ratio between the cost
of the flight time and the cost of fuel. By choosing the CI the pilot is changing the ratio of cost between fuel and time and,
therefore, is determining the speed which minimizes the total cost (Cost = Fuel + CI � Time). It should be noted that the CI
value not only affects the cruise speed but determines the whole flight trajectory. This means that the optimal flight level
may change and that the climb and descending profiles might also be different for different CI settings.

The same payload has been considered for all the flights realized by the same aircraft model. For A319 and A320 it is
assumed that only passengers are carried with a load factor of 80%; for long haul flights (A300, A330 and A340) it is assumed
that freight is also transported and their payload has been fixed at 80% of the maximum payload of each aircraft model
(ELFAA - European Low Fares Association Members, 2008).

It should be noted that only the change of speed during the cruise is considered, therefore, the flight levels are maintained
as defined in the original flight plan. Finally, the simulations are carried out in wind calm conditions, in order to avoid mask-
ing the results with the uncertainty associated to actual wind conditions. The reader is referred to Delgado and Prats (2013)
for an assessment of the effect of the wind on the proposed speed reduction strategy.

The maximum delay that can be recovered is computed assuming that the aircraft that are delayed on ground, at the can-
cellation time, can immediately take off and that the airborne aircraft, which are flying at Veq, can speed up immediately to V0.
4.1.2. Ground delay programs data sample
In 2006, approximately 75% of all the GDPs were defined due to weather related issues. Different scenarios in airport arri-

val acceptance rate reflect in most cases well-identified weather patterns in the regions where the airports are located (Liu
et al., 2008). For example, in the case of SFO, it is common to have marine stratus which usually burn off around the middle of
the day. There are days, however, when the capacity remains at reduced values throughout the day. In addition, in SFO, some
reductions in the airport arrival acceptance rate are due to the rainy periods in the winter season.

It is expected that representative GDPs for a given airport can be determined due to the common reasons that trigger the
definition of a GDP. The K–means clustering algorithm (Macqueen, 1967) is used in this paper to group all GDPs defined in
each of the three airports under study during 2006. The clustering is computed with an iterative process from two to eight
clusters and the silhouette coefficient is used to determine the best clustering (Calinski and Harabasz, 1974). The GDPs are
characterized by their filed, starting, planned ending and actual cancellation times; being the Euclidean distance between
these times considered. It should be noted, however, that in this clustering the AARs are not used as they were not available.
Finally, the centroids of each cluster are assumed to be representative of their category and are presented in Table 1. It is
worth observing that, in an operational scenario, the GDPs might have a wide variability from one implementation to
another. By considering the centroid of the cluster as a representative of the GDPs, the authors are able to generate realistic
GDPs which the suggested speed reduction strategy can be applied to.

Only two airport acceptance rates are defined, a reduced one (PAAR), which is considered while the capacity is limited,
and a nominal airport acceptance rate. However, there are other possibilities for AARs during GDPs, as each airport has a
wide variety of runway configurations.

It is assumed that once the GDP is canceled, the capacity at the airport is unconstrained. Even if this is not always true,
since the GDP has shifted the demand, the natural spread of flights times and schedules seems to allow traffic management
to use this criterion quite extensively in practice. This assumption is similar to the cancellation policies defined in Ball et al.
(2010).

The values considered for the capacity at the airports are in accordance with the runway capacities and operations
defined by the FAA. The time where the airport capacity changes from the PAAR to the AAR, see Fig. 1, is computed in such
a way that the end of the GDP, i.e., when the traffic demand is equivalent to the available capacity, corresponds to the
planned end time defined by the cluster.
Table 1
Clusters centroids for the 2006 GDPs of SFO, EWR and ORD (Hours in local time).

Airport GDP group GDPs Filed time Start time Planned end time Cancel time

SFO Morning GDPs 91 6h31 8h59 13h55 11h30
All-day GDPs 24 6h12 8h58 22h32 20h08
Afternoon GDPs 15 15h42 17h08 22h51 21h06

EWR All-day-night GDPs 68 10h20 12h36 00h18 22h58
All-day-evening GDPs 64 11h59 13h30 21h49 19h59
Afternoon GDPs 16 16h53 16h55 23h14 21h20

ORD All-day GDPs 65 8h28 9h52 22h19 20h13
Afternoon GDPs 43 14h58 15h26 22h15 19h58
Early cancel GDPs 12 7h49 9h02 18h33 9h53
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The 131 GDPs that were issued in SFO during 2006 are clustered into three categories with a silhouette coefficient of
0.70. The silhouette coefficient ranges from �1 to 1 which represents the best clustering possible (Rousseeuw, 1987). There-
fore, the results show that in SFO the three categories are clearly identified. The first cluster contains the majority of the
year’s GDPs (91), corresponding to Morning GDPs caused by low ceilings. These GDPs are typically declared early morning
and canceled when the fog burns off which, on average, is around 2 h and 25 min before initially planned, this types of GDPs
are found all year round. The second group are All-day GDPs (24) that are also filed in the early morning, but extend
throughout the whole day because the meteorological conditions do not improve, having a planned duration of 13 h and
34 min and being canceled, on average, 2 h and 24 min ahead. Finally, the third category of GDPs, correspond to Afternoon
GDPs (15) with an average duration of 5 h and 43 min and canceled around 1 h and 45 min before planned. These latter two
categories correspond to GDPs declared mainly during the winter season. This clustering is in line with the results pre-
sented in Liu et al. (2008), where airports were characterized by their AAR during the day; and the centroids GDPs duration
and cancellation times are consistent with the values from Cook and Wood (2010). For San Francisco International Airport,
the PAAR is considered to be 30 aircraft per hour and the nominal AAR is fixed to 60 aircraft per hour; as the two parallel
arrival runways of SFO cannot be independently operated when the visibility is reduced (Janić, 2008; Federal Aviation
Administration, 2012a).

In EWR, the three clusters found correspond to All-day-night GDPs (68), GDPs that are declared in the morning and
planned to last until midnight; All-day-evening GDPs (64), which are GDPs filed in the morning, as in the first category,
but planned to end around ten in the evening; and finally Afternoon GDPs (16) implemented in the afternoon. The layout
of EWR airport requires ceilings of at least 2,500 feet and visibility of 5 miles or more for the approaches to runway 11. If
these conditions are not meet, the capacity is reduced to 29 aircraft per hour, which is the PAAR considered; in nominal con-
ditions, the AAR is set to 46 aircraft per hour (Federal Aviation Administration, 2012b). Runway 11 is usually needed in the
afternoon as the traffic is higher (Snell and Tamburro, 2011), thus, the three categories incorporate the afternoon period.
Note that on average, for the three cluster categories, the GDPs are canceled between 1 h and 20 min and 1 h and 50 min
before planned. The silhouette coefficient for the EWR clustering is 0.35.

Finally, for ORD, three categories emerge with a silhouette coefficient of 0.46. The first cluster, by number of regulations
(65), includes the GDPs planned to last throughout the day (All–day GDPs). The second group (43) is formed by the GDPs
implemented in the afternoon (Afternoon GDPs). These regulations are planned to be extended, on average, until 22h15.
These two categories are, on average, canceled around 2h00 ahead of plan. Finally, some days in 2006 (12), regulations where
declared early in the morning but they were probably not needed; they compose the third category of ground delay pro-
grams (Early cancel GDPs). These GDPs are, in some cases, even canceled before their start time, their average cancellation
time is 7 h and 40 min before planned, only 3 h and 14 min after being filled and 1 h and 51 min after their start. For Chicago
O’Hare International Airport, a PAAR of 84 aircraft per hour, in reduced capacity conditions, and a nominal AAR of 112 aircraft
per hour are assumed (Federal Aviation Administration, 2012c).

As stated in Ball and Lulli (2004), for each GDP, there are an infinite number of distances that can be selected for the scope.
However, the finite set of airports to be included or excluded from the program naturally reduce these possibilities into a
discrete set of options. There is no interest in considering an additional distance if it does not encompass a new set of air-
ports. However, for the study undertaken in this paper, three different radii are considered in nautical miles from the air-
ports: 400 NM, 800 NM and 1200 NM. These distances are selected to present a progressive increment in the scope. The
distance of the flight plan is considered to decide if an aircraft is affected or not by the radius of the scope of the ground delay
program.

4.2. Simulation setup

After analyzing and adapting the ETMS traffic, as explained in Section 4.1, the trip distance of each flight is determined.
For this purpose, the flight plans, as defined in the original traffic file, are considered. Therefore, the distance from an origin
airport might be different for two flights depending on the actual route flown. Then, by using the Airbus PEP suite and the
assumed cost indexes and payloads, the nominal parameters for each flight are computed: initial cruise weight, cruise flight
level(s) and speed(s) with the required cruise steps if needed.

The initial traffic is simulated twice. In the first simulation the speed and flight levels of the aircraft are maintained to
their nominal values. At each step (one minute) of the simulation the fuel flow is computed according to the Airbus perfor-
mances of the aircraft. If the flight plan requires a step climb at some point of the cruise, it is adequately simulated. The result
of this simulation at V0, is the initial arrival demand at the airport. The application of the GDP to this demand, in order to
keep it below the airport capacity, results in the amount of delay assigned to each aircraft.

In the second simulation, all the aircraft reduce their cruise speed to Veq. As the equivalent speed varies with the weight,
at each simulation step, the equivalent speed is recomputed for all the airborne flights considering their current weight. If a
particular aircraft had a change in cruise altitude in the nominal flight, it will also be performed in this second simulation. By
comparing the arrival times between the two simulations, the maximum airborne delay that each aircraft can realize with-
out incurring extra fuel consumption is determined.

After this second simulation, the assigned delay is divided into ground and airborne delay. In the case that a particular
flight is assigned a delay smaller than the maximum airborne delay realizable by flying at Veq, a new speed (between Veq

and V0) is selected, so that the flight fulfills the CTA. Consequently, those (non frequent) flights will save some fuel.
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5. Simulation results

5.1. Application of ground delay program to traffic

Fig. 5 shows the division between holding delay, ground delay and airborne delay for each of the distances and each of the
simulated GDPs. The percentage indicates, for each GDP, the relative value of the airborne delay with respect to the total
delay assigned. It is worth noticing that, as expected, the total amount of delay needed to accommodate the demand to
the airport capacity is approximately constant, as shown in Fig. 1. With the increment of the scope, a transfer of where
the delay is served is produced.

Once the holding delay is minimized, an extension of the scope does not reduce its value any further. For San Francisco
International, Fig. 5(a) shows that a radius larger than 800 NM does not significantly reduce the holding delay any more. For
example, in the Morning GDP, the total holding delay decreases from 508 min for a 400 NM to 88 min for a 800 NM; decreas-
ing to 75 min for a 1200 NM; and only reducing its value by 34 min, to 41 min of holding delay, if all the NAS is considered in
the GDP. In ORD similar values of holding delay as in SFO are assigned as depicted in Fig. 5(c) (178 min for the 800 NM scope
radius in the All-day cluster). However, even with the reduced 400 NM radius the holding delay is already small in compar-
ison with the Newark Liberty and the San Francisco scenarios: 182 min of holding delay in the Afternoon GDP for a 400 NM
radius and 5 min for the 800 NM radius. Conversely, in EWR higher values of holding delay are generally found, see Fig. 5(b).
For example, in the Afternoon GDPs cluster, with a scope radius of 800 NM, 735 min of holding delay are required to accom-
modate the demand to capacity.
Fig. 5. Division between holding, ground and airborne delay. Percentage of airborne delay over the total assigned delay (ground and airborne delay).
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The rest of the delay (ground and airborne delay) would be realized completely on ground if the speed reduction tech-
nique were not applied. If the cruising speed is adapted to Veq, part of that delay can be realized while airborne.

The increment of the scope leads to more aircraft in the pool of aircraft which can potentially have delay assigned and
that can realize part of that delay airborne, as depicted in Fig. 6. Those aircraft are the ones which can potentially recover
part of their assigned delay without incurring extra fuel consumption by speeding up to their nominal speed once the ground
delay program is canceled. Those aircraft will also come from further distances and therefore can potentially realize higher
amounts of airborne delay during their longer cruise. For average radii lengths (800–1200 NM), the amount of airborne delay
varies between 9% and 15% of the total assigned delay, but it is possible to observe that if the whole NAS is used the airborne
delay is around 20%, reaching up to almost 50% in some cases. As an example, in Chicago O’Hare International for the After-
noon GDPs, the ground delay and the airborne delay assigned for the 400 NM radius is 14,876 min and 408 min respectively
(2.67% of the total assigned delay can be realized airborne); for the 800 NM 14,317 min and 1326 min (8.48%); for the
1200 NM 13,946 min and 1726 min (11,01%); and 13,374 min and 2317 min when no scope is defined (14.77%).

Another effect of the increment of the scope is that the maximum and the average delay are reduced as the total amount
of delay is divided between more flights. As a consequence, the number of flights that can absorb all their assigned delay
airborne, i.e., flying at a speed between V0 and Veq and therefore saving fuel, increases. Fig. 6 presents these tendencies.
For example, in the All-day GDPs of ORD, the maximum assigned delay decreases from 166 min to 83 min by setting a scope
radius of 800 NM instead of 400 NM. The average delay assigned by aircraft also decreases, from 77.2 min to 36.5 min. This
reduction in the maximum and average assigned delay facilitates the absorption of delay while airborne. Thus, when the
average delay is only of 10.7 min, as in the whole NAS case of the Early cancel GDPs for ORD, 45.6% of the total assigned delay
can be realized while airborne by flying at Veq. Notice that the aircraft which realize all their assigned delay on ground are
either very short flights which do not have time to realize any airborne delay or aircraft with very different performances
from Airbus types, i.e., turboprop, small business jet or propeller driven aircraft.
Fig. 6. Aircraft affected by GDP, maximum delay assigned in minutes and, between brackets, average delay per aircraft serving delay in minutes.
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The increment on the amount of airborne delay with the length of the radius is a tendency but it is not proportionally
related. In some airports, as in Chicago O’Hare, the division between ground and airborne delay increases gradually, while
in others, as in San Francisco, there is a large increment when switching from 1200 NM radius to whole NAS scope. The
underlying reason is that in order to increase the amount of airborne delay realized, there is a need to increase the pool
of aircraft with delay assigned. There is a direct relationship between the type of traffic an airport generally has and the
amount of aircraft which are able to realize all their assigned delay airborne: aircraft types and average flight length are
as important as the arrival demand.

Fig. 7 presents the distribution of delay (assigned, airborne and ground) as a function of flight plan distance for a repre-
sentative ground delay program (i.e., Chicago O’Hare All-day GDP).

The delay assigned to the flights on a ground delay program is independent of the distance of the flight plan, as it is only
based on the arrival time at the airport. This can be seen in Fig. 7(a). However, as shown in Fig. 7(b) there is a relationship
between flight plan distance and airborne delay realizable. For very short flight the airborne realizable delay decreases as
flight plan distance increases; this is due to the fact that the flights are too short and do not have enough distance to reach
an optimal flight level. In general, for distances greater than 200 NM longer flight plans allow more distance to realize air-
borne delay. For these reasons, the longer the scope the higher the potential of realizing delay in the air (as shown in
Fig. 7(c)).

For some airports, such as in the Chicago O’Hare case, due to their location, there is a progressive inclusion of airports as
the scope distance increases, see Fig. 4(c). Thus, as depicted in Fig. 7, the increase of the scope of the GDP implies a smooth
inclusion of airports and aircraft which can potentially realize airborne delay.
Fig. 7. Delay assigned, ground delay and airborne delay realized as a function of the flight plan distance Chicago O’Hare All-day cluster.
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For other airports there might not be a smooth inclusion of traffic such as in ORD. For example in San Francisco Interna-
tional there is a gap between 900 NM and 1200 NM (see Fig. 4(a)), and there is a significant number of long haul flights com-
ing from the east coast, Hawaii, and important hubs, such as Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, which are
excluded in the 1200 NM radius. For this reason, a big difference is observed in the amount of airborne delay realizable
between having a 1200 NM radius scope or using the whole NAS (from 745 min to 2366 min in the All-day cluster).

Finally, the east coast airports, such as EWR, are generally also affected by the long haul demand, but its effect is more
limited as the demand on the east coast is mainly composed of shorter flights (see Fig. 4(b)). Thus, with a majority of short
and medium haul flights, the amount of airborne delay is relatively small; the effect of the long haul flights can be
appreciated in some GDPs such as the All-day-evening.
Fig. 8. Extra delay recovered as a function of cancellation time and scope radius. Value the amount of extra delay at the cancellation time according to the
centroids of each GDP.
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5.2. Delay saved if ground delay program canceled

For each simulated GDP, the amount of delay that is recovered if the regulation is canceled before planned (and the air-
craft which are flying at Veq speed up to V0) is computed. Fig. 8 shows the difference between the delay recovered if the speed
reduction technique is implemented and the nominal case where all the delay is realized on ground, if the ground delay pro-
gram was canceled at different times. Hence, this figure indicates the extra delay that is recovered by the airborne aircraft
flying at Veq. Each plot also indicates the amount of extra delay recovered at the cancellation time computed after the GDP
clustering process and detailed in Table 1.

The total number of aircraft affected in the ground delay programs applied to ORD is high, but due to the large capacity of
the airport, the average delay per aircraft is relatively small for long scope radii. This means that the amount of aircraft
absorbing part of the assigned delay airborne is very high, as presented in Fig. 6(c). Therefore, if the regulation is canceled
before initially planned, there are a significant number of aircraft in the air that can potentially increase their speed to their
nominal one and recover part of the delay. In our simulations, the total airborne delay recovered can be up to 717 min.

As expected, the larger the scope, the more airborne delay is recovered. As mentioned in the previous section, the incre-
ment of airborne delay as a function of the radius depends on the traffic and location of the airport. For Chicago O’Hare the
benefit of using the speed reduction strategy increases gradually with the length of the scope radius (see Figs. 7 and 8). For
example in the Morning GDPs, the extra delay recovered due to this technique increases, respectively, from 26 min to
207 min, 312 min and finally 415 min, as the scope increases gradually from 400 NM to the whole NAS. While for other air-
ports, such as San Francisco, there is, in general, a gap of more than 200 min of extra delay recovered between using a
Fig. 9. Results at cancellation time according to the cluster centroids. The percentage indicate the saved airborne delay with respect to the ground saved
delay.
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1200 NM radius or the whole NAS. Finally for Newark, it is possible to see how the influence of having a radius is of greater
and lesser importance as a function of the time of day when the GDP is issued.

From these results, it could be concluded that, if the speed reduction strategy is implemented, the FAA should define the
longest possible scope, in order to maximize this extra recovery. In general, a long radius implies less delay recovered, as
aircraft have already served delay before the regulation is canceled, if the total delay saved is considered (ground and holding
delay) (Ball and Lulli, 2004).

Fig. 9 presents the total delay recovered if the ground delay programs are canceled at their cancellation time according to
the clustering performed. As depicted, the extra airborne delay recovered can represent up to more than 150% of the total
ground delay recovered. As a direct implication of the use of a scope radius, the longer the radius, the lower the holding
delay, and therefore, less holding delay is recovered if the GDP is canceled ahead of planned. Similar behavior is appreciated
for the ground delay, as more ground delay is accrued with a larger scope radius due to the longer flight distance the aircraft
need to fly to attain their assigned slots, less delay can be recovered. The speed reduction strategy adds an extra amount of
delay that is saved.
6. Discussion of the results

When defining the scope of a GDP, the air navigation service provider has to consider the associated trade-offs. On one
hand, defining a small scope minimizes the unnecessary delay, thus, if the regulation is canceled before planned, more delay
can be recovered. On the other hand, however, a large scope ensures a reduction of the maximum and the average assigned
delay as the pool of affected aircraft is increased. This leads to a fairer and less costly solution and the expensive and unde-
sired holding delay is also minimized, as more delay is served on ground. As stated in Ball and Lulli (2004): ‘‘the total ground
delay and the total cost may not be related in a simple manner. As the delay assigned to a flight increases, it becomes more likely
that passengers will miss connections, that crews will timeout, that the delayed availability of aircraft will cause delays on subse-
quent flights, etc. Thus, the cost to an airline of 20 flights, each incurring 15 min of delay, as a rule, is less than the cost of 5 flights
each incurring 60 min of delay’’. The speed reduction strategy presented in this paper allows a larger scope to be used, min-
imizing the negative impact on the total amount of delay recovered.

Considering the speed reduction strategy, the larger the scope the more distance is available for the aircraft to realize air-
borne delay and therefore more delay can be absorbed during the cruise phase without incurring extra fuel consumption.
Moreover, more aircraft realizing airborne delay implies that the number of flight that can potentially recover extra delay
by speeding up during their cruise if the regulation is canceled, is increased. Finally, as larger scope imply lower average
assigned delays, the number of aircraft that can realize all their assigned delay in the air, and therefore save some fuel with
respect to their initially planned flight plan, is also increased.

The aggregate extra delay saved using this speed reduction strategy is computed for each radius and presented in Table 2.
At this aggregate level values are significantly high even if for a single GDP the extra delay recovered is relatively small.

Even if the total extra delay recovered using the speed reduction strategy is relatively small, the use of this technique has
an interesting benefit: the difference in recovered delay when the regulation is canceled beforehand is reduced between two
consecutive studied radii of scope. For example, as depicted in Fig. 9(b), in Newark Liberty airport, for the All-day-night GDPs,
when the radius increases from 400 NM to 800 NM, if no speed reduction is realized there is a difference of 63 min of delay
recovered. However, if the aircraft are realizing part of their delay airborne, the total delay recovered if the GDP is canceled
and the radius is set to 400 NM is only 34 min higher than for the 800 NM radius. Moreover, having a 800 NM radius for that
GDP, and using the speed reduction strategy, leads to only 17 min less delay recovered than setting the GDP with a 400 NM
radius and realizing all the assigned delay on ground. For ORD, as depicted in Fig. 9(c), if no speed reduction technique is
implemented the difference between the delay recovered with a 400 NM radius in the All-day GDPs and a 800 NM radius
is 1885 min. In the speed reduction scenario, the difference between them is 1704 min (181 min less). In the Afternoon case,
the difference between the 800 NM and the 1200 NM radius is 309 min if all the aircraft fly at their nominal speed and
205 min if the speed reduction strategy is implemented (a reduction of 104 min). This behavior is found in all the cases stud-
ied for all the airports and GDPs.

If the 400 NM radius GDPs are dismissed due to their high amount of undesired holding delay, in general, realizing a
longer radius and airborne delay lead to the same amount of delay recovered (or even more) than setting a smaller radius
without the speed reduction strategy. As an example, in the All-day GDP cluster of Chicago O’Hare airport, only 2 min of extra
delay is saved with an 800 NM radius and no speed reduction implemented with respect to a 1200 NM scope radius where
the cruise speed reduction technique is realized. In the All-day GDP cluster, 172 min of extra delay are recovered if the whole
Table 2
Aggregated extra delay saved for all GDPs during one year per scope radius.

Airport 400 NM rad (min) 800 NM rad (min) 1200 NM rad (min) No radius (min)

San Francisco International 423 3443 5027 20,672
Chicago O’Hare International 3246 23,168 34,753 48,685
Newark Liberty International 2244 13,016 13,972 17,616
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NAS is used with the speed reduction technique with respect to the total delay recovered with a 1200 NM radius and no
speed reduction strategy.
7. Conclusion

Defining a large scope when setting a GDP implies that the number of aircraft serving delay is large, therefore, the average
delay assigned per aircraft is relatively low and the amount of holding delay required is minimized. On the other hand, the
delay is realized considerably ahead of the arrival slot, and if the regulation is canceled, it is not possible to recover some of
the delay as it has already been accrued at the origin airport.

The speed reduction strategy analyzed in this paper benefits from larger scopes because aircraft realizing airborne delay
will have longer cruises and a lower average assigned delay. More delay can therefore be absorbed in the air. All the aircraft
flying at the reduced speed can potentially recover part of their assigned delay by speeding up to their nominal cruising
speed.

Airborne delay management compensates partially for the negative effect on delay recovery in early cancellations when
large GDP scopes are used: the delay is not realized entirely ahead and it can be partially recovered without fuel penalty.
Results show that the total amount of delay recovered for large radii of scope is similar than the one obtained for shorter
radii without the speed reduction technique implemented. A less costly and a fairer ground delay program can be imple-
mented, as the total needed delay can be assigned between more aircraft, while the benefit of uncertainty is maintained,
i.e. early cancellation. The effects of the use of a scope are airport and demand dependent.

Finally, in this paper only the cruise speed has been modified, as it is easier from an operational point of view. The results
presented are considering that the aircraft realize the airborne delay during their entire cruise, therefore an upper bound of
the amount of delay that can be absorbed and recovered without incurring extra fuel consumption is given. In Delgado and
Prats (2012), however, it was shown that if the flight level is optimized in order to maximize the airborne delay realizable the
amount of airborne delay increase significantly. Therefore, instead of solely adjusting the cruise speed, a whole trajectory
optimization could be considered to increase the airborne delay while maintaining the fuel consumption. The use of more
realistic scenarios including wind should also be considered.
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